
For auditions: enter through the green door on the right side of the Campus Theatre building (it leads
into the lobby, but is past all the glass doors, which will be locked). There will be producers in the lobby
by about 6:30 with audition forms and conflict calendars for you to fill out. Be prepared for a quick photo,
so I can place names with faces! (Headshots and resumes are really not necessary.)
Reads from the sides provided start at 7pm.
There will be no intimacy or fight choreo during auditions.
You only need to attend one day of auditions, but are welcome to come to both. I will read new
auditioners first.
Please bring all conflicts you may have with rehearsals, beginning April 20th; there will be a section on
your audition form to put this information. Most rehearsals are held 7-10pm Mon-Thurs, adding Fridays
and possible Saturdays as we near performance dates. All actors who are cast must be available for
performance dates: June 2, 3, 8, 9, 10 at 7:30 and 4, 11 at 2.

Roles are open to all genders, races, ethnic, and ability diversities. There are some actions and
representations that will not be changed, however, to uphold author’s intent in this important story.

CHARACTER DESCRIPTIONS
Tilly Evans: (F, 15 years old) Nerdy, sarcastic, bullied teen, appears to Agnes after her death; stage
combat, stage kiss with Lilith
Agnes Evans: (F, mid 20s) Tilly’s older sister, high school teacher dealing with Tilly’s death, described as
average, clueless to nerd culture; stage combat and comedic dancing, signs of affection with Miles
Chuck: (M, late teens to mid 20s) Runs a comic book store, grunge rocker roadie, assists Agnes in
learning Dungeons and Dragons
Miles: (M, mid 20s – early 30s) Agnes’s boyfriend, as average as Agnes, signs of affection with Agnes
Vera: (F, mid 20s – mid 40s) Guidance Counselor, Agnes’s friend at the high school, sarcastic and saucy;
also plays Vera the Beholder
Lilith/Lilly: (F, mid to late teens) Dungeons & Dragons character in Tilly’s adventure, Demon Queen,
kicks butt and takes names; stage combat and stage kiss with Tilly, potential for sexualized clothing
Kaliope/Kelly: (F, mid to late teens) Dungeons & Dragons character, Dark Elf, sexy spell caster; stage
combat and comedic dancing involved, potential for sexualized clothing
Orcus/Ronnie: (M, late teens) Dungeons & Dragons character, Overlord of the Underworld, lazy demon
that has given up defending his treasure in favor of watching TV and snacking on Easy Cheese; stage
combat and comedic dancing
Mage Steve: (M, late teens) Dungeons & Dragons character, super nerdy spell caster, several death scenes
involved as a running gag in the play
Farrah: (F, 20s – 30s) Fairy that lives in a forest, kind of a jerk; puppet with stage combat involved
Evil Gabbi: (F, mid to late teens) Dungeons & Dragons character, teenage bully, appears as a cheerleader
with fangs; stage combat and some comedic dancing involved
Evil Tina: (F, mid to late teens) Dungeons & Dragons character, teenage bully, appears as a cheerleader
with fangs; stage combat and comedic dancing involved


































